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Generalizing combinatorial manifolds to the infinite-dimensional case, we can define com- 
binatorial co-manifolds. And then we can see that each W”-manifold is triangulated by a com- 
binatorial co-manifold. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the Hauptvermutung for 
combinatorial co-manifolds: Any two homeomorphic combinatorial co-manifolds are com- 
binatorially equivalent, that is. they have simplicially isomorphic subdivisions. As an application, 
we have the stable Hauptvermutung for simplicial complexes: For any homeomorphic ountable 
simplicial complexes K and L, the product complexes K x A” and Lx A” are combinatorially 
equivalent, where A” is the countably infinite full complex. (See [lo].) 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N20. S7QO5, 57415, 57425 
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0. Introduction and definitions 
This paper treats of (infinite-dimensional) countable simplicial complexes. A 
simplicial complex K means a geometric one and not an abstract one, that is, K is 
a collection of (closed) simplexes in a real vector space. The underlying space IKI 
is the union of all simplexes of K with the weak topology determined by the 
Euclidian topology on simplexes. We say that a space X is triangulated by a 
simplicial complex K (or K triangulates X) if X is homeomorphic (z) to (the 
underlying space of) K. We frequently omit the phase ‘the underlying space(s) of’, 
e.g., we say that simplicial complexes K and L are homeomorphic if 1 KI = ILI. 
Simplicial complexes K and L are said to be combinatoriafly equiualenf, denoted 
by K = L, if they admit simplicially isomorphic subdivisions, that is, there is a 
piecewise linear (p.1.) homeomorphism f : I K I + I LI. Here a map f : I K I --, I LI is piece- 
wise linear (p.1.) if f is simplicial with respect to some subdivisions of K and L. 
The symbol = has two meanings ‘homeomorphic to’ and ‘combinatorially equivalent 
to’ as above but we have no confusion with use of the symbol I - I. 
An W-manifold is a separable paracompact (topological) manifold modeled on 
lQ”= dir lim R”, the countable direct limit of real lines. This manifold has. been 
studied by Heisey, Liem, Sakai et al. As seen from the Triangulation Theorem [2, 
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Theorem 51 or the Open Embedding Theorem [2, Theorem 21 for @-manifolds (cf. 
[6]), each W”-manifold M is triangulated by some simplicial complex K. (One 
should remark that this does not mean M = JKI x R” but M = IK].) This fact leads 
us the following two problems: 
(A) What simplicial complex is an IX”-manifold? 
(B) Are two simplicial complexes triangulating the same IV-manifold com- 
binatorially equivalent? 
We can easily answer to (A) as follows: A simplicial complex triangulating an 
LB”-manifold is characterized as a countable simplicial complex such that the star 
of each vertex is homeomorphic to 88”. In fact, if a simplicial complex K is an 
W”-manifold, then so is the star St(v, K) of each vertex u or K by [7, Proposition 
6-31. From contractibility, ]St( u, K)I =R” ([2, Theorem 31; cf. [6]). Converse is 
obvious. 
By A”, denote the complex of the standard n-simplex lA”j, then A”= dir lim A” = 
lJ:k, A” is the countably infinite full complex, i.e., the countably infinite simplicial 
complex whose each finite set of vertices spans a simplex of A”. By (43 (cf. [6]), 
R” is homeomorphic to the direct limit [A”1 =dirlim iA”1 of simplexes. A com- 
binatorid oo-manifold is a countable simplicial complex so that the star of each 
vertex is combinatorially equivalent o A”. Using the standard pseudo-radial projec- 
tion arguments (cf. [5, p. 21]), it can be proved that a simplicial complex is a 
combinatorial cc-manifold if and only if so is its subdivision. We establish in Section 
3 the Combinatorial Triangulation Theorem for R”-manifolds, that is, it can be seen 
that each R”-manifold is triangulated by a combinatorial a-manifold. 
In Section 2, we answer affirmatively to (b) for combinatorial co-manifolds, that 
is, we prove the Hauptvermutung for combinatorial co-manifolds. Actually, it is 
shown that any two homotopically equivalent combinatorial co-manifolds are com- 
binatorially equivalent. Our main tool is proved in Section 1. 
We give in Section 3 a characterization of combinatorial co-manifolds similar to 
one of IV-manifolds in [6]. Using this characterization, we can see that for each 
countable simplicial complex K, the product complex K x A” is a combinatorial 
eo-manifold. Thus the stable Hauptvermutung is proved. In fact, we have that if 
two countable simplicial complexes K and L are homotopically equivalent then 
the product complexes K x A” and Lx A* are combinatorially equivalent. 
The following problem is remained: 
(C) Can an W”-manifold be triangulated by a simplicial complex which is not a 
combinatorial co-manifold? 
By the answer of (A), this is equivalent to the following: 
(C’) Can R” be triangulated by a simplicial complex which is not combinatorially 
equivalent to A”? 
In the finite-dimensional case, Edwards [l] showed that R”, n 35, has non- 
combinatorial triangulation, i.e., a triangulation which is not a combinatorial n- 
manifold. (Cf. the remark of Corollary 3.11 and Addendum.) 
For p.1. topology, we refer to [5]. 
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1. Piecewise linear embeddings of simplical complexes 
Let K and L be simplicial complexes. A p.1. map f: 11<1+ ]L( is simplicial with 
respect o some subdivisions K’ and L’ of K and L respectively. However, in general, 
K’ and L’ induce non-trivial subdivisions of subcomplexes J and f(J) of K and L 
respectively even if fJ (JI is simplicial with respect to J and L. In this section, we 
prove the following theorem. 
1.1. Theorem. Let K and L be finite simplicial complexes and J a subcomplex of K. 
Iff:jKJ+jL] is ap.f. embedding such that f) I J) is simplicial with respect to J and L, 
then f is homotopic to an embedding f * : ) KI --* ILj stationarily on I /I which is simplicial 
with respect to subdivisions K* and L* of K and L such that Jandf (J) are subcomplexes 
of K* and L*, respectively. 
To prove this theorem, we first introduce some notations. The complex of the 
unit interval [0, l] is denoted by I, i.e., Z = (0, 1, [0, 11). For each 0 < E < 1, 1, denotes 
the subdivision of Z by starring at e, i.e., 
1, = {O, s, 1, [O, El, II&, 111. 
Let K be a finite simplicial complex. For any Fc K, we also write IFI = IJ F( c IKI). 
For X c IKI, we denote 
N(X,K)={CEKIXnCfO} 
and 
C(X,K)=K\N(X,K)={CEKIXnC=0}. 
The interior and the boundary of a simplex A are denoted by A and aA respectively. 
Let K’ be a simplicial subdivision of K such that 
ifA,BEK,CEK’,AnC#0andknCfOthenA<BorB<A, (1) 
where A < B means that A is a face of B. For each A E K, we set 
S(A,K’)={CEK’)A~C#~}, 
T(A, K’) ={C E S(A, K’)laAn C =0}= N(A, K’)\N(aA, K’), 
R(A,K’)={CES(A,K’)(~A~CZ~}=S(A,K’)~N(~A,K’). 
(We can also use these notations for a (convex linear) cell complex and its cellular 
subdivision.) Notice 
N(A, K’) = u S(B, K’). 
BtA 
For each C E R(A, K’), aA n C c C by the condition (1). We denote this face by 
CL and its opposite face by CL, that is, 
C>=aAnC and C>=IT(A,K’)lnC. 
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Then each CE R(A, K’) is represented as the join C = CaCL (when Ci=0, we 
regard as CL0 = CL). See Fig. 1. 
Next, we introduce a method of subdividing K’. Let A E K be fixed. Let 4A : K + I 
be the simplicial map such that QUA’ = A. Put 
&(A, K’)=min{+,(u)] u is a vertex of K’ with u ti A}. 
Then 0 < &(A, K’) s 1. For O< E < &(A, K’), we set 
T,(A, K’)={CW$,‘(D)ICE T(A, K’), DE&} 
and 
R,(A,K’)={C~(C:~~,‘(D))~C=C~C~ER(A,K’),DEI,}. 
It is easy to see that 
K’-‘=(K’\S(A, K’))u T,(A, K’)u R,(A, K’) 
is a (convex linear) cell complex, hence a cellular subdivision of K’. In other words, 
the cellular subdivision K ‘[A*E1 of K’ is obtained by cutting each C E T(A, K’) with 
the hyperplane spanned by CA 41’(a) and each C E R(A, K’) with the hyperplane 
spanned by CL and Gin 41’(s). Observe that 
T(A, K ‘tA”)={Cnq%,‘(D)]C~ T(A, K’), D=O or [0, E]} 
={Cn &‘[O, E]] CE T(A, K’)}, 
S(A,K') = T(A,K') U R(A,K') 
Fig. 1. 
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R(A, K ‘[“,“])={C~(C~~~;‘(D))(CE R(A, K’), D=O or [0, E]} 
={Cl,(C~n+;‘[O, &])I CE R(A, K’)}. 
If we give some ordering of the vertices of K’[A*E1, then we have a simplicial 
subdivision K ‘(A*e) as the result of starring at each vertex of K”4”1 in turn using 
the given ordering (see [5, Proposition 2.9 and its Exercise]). Let E E S(A, K’[A’l) 
with E $ A. Then E has vertices in A and +A’(&) by the above observation. If 
C E K’(AE), C c E and dim C = dim E then C also has vertices in i and PA’. 
Hence it follows 
IS(A, K ‘(‘+))I = (S(A, KrtA*r])l. 
By the same arguments, we have 
IR(A, K r(*.s))l = IR(A, Kt[*.el)l. 
Therefore 
I TM, K d*.d)l = (T(A, ~d*.~l )I = I T(A, K’N n +%A ~1 
= IN(A, K’)\N(dA, K’)j n &‘[O, E]. 
Since 4Ar[O, E] c IN(A, K’)I and 
IMA, K’)\N(aA, K’)I =cl(lWA, K’)l\lMaA, K’)I), 
we have 
I J-W, K ‘(Ac))l = cl(&‘[O, &]\IN(aA, K’)I). (2) 
And we should remark that 
IS(B, K’(Ac) )I=IS(B, K’)I ifAKR (3) 
This is easily seen from the definition. 
Under the assumption of the theorem, let f be simplicial with respect to sub- 
divisions K’ and L’ of K and L respectively. Replacing K’ and L’ by those barycentric 
subdivisions, we can assume that both K’ and L’ satisfy the condition (1) for K 
and L respectively. Now let A E J be fixed. Notice f(A) E L and observe 
f(K’\S(A, K’)) c L’\S(f(A), L’), 
f( T(A, K’)) = W(A), L’), f(R(4 K’)) = W-(A), L’). 
Choose 0 < e C min{ &(A, K’), e(f(A), L’)} and define a correspondence ftAel : 
K&%“] _, ~df(*).~l by 
pq C) =f( C) for C E K’\S(A, K’), 
f[**“]( C n +A1(D)) =f( C) n +&,(D> for C n 4A’(D) E T,(A, K’), 
fAcl( C>( C: n c$A’(D))) 
=f(W(f(Wn 4&(D)) for Ch(C>n 42’(D)) E R,(A, K’). 
This is well defined from the above observation and the definitions of K’lAel and 
L’[f(A)*E1. And it is easy to see that ftA’] carries the vertices of K’CA’l to vertices 
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of L’t’(A)*E1 and that B < C E K’tA*E1 implies fcAi”( B) <fCA*“( C). Thus the corre- 
spondence fc4” is an abstract isomorphism from K’t4’] onto a subcomplex of 
L’r’(A)*E1 (cf. [5, p. 201) sincefis a simplicial isomorphism from K’onto a subcomplex 
of L’. Order the vertices of K’rA*E1 and L’Lf(A)*E1 compatibly withftA*“], i.e., so that 
ft4’] is order-preserving on the vertices. As seen above, using this ordering, we 
have simpiicial subdivisions K’(Ae’ and J!,‘(‘(~)*~). Since ftAVE1 is order-preserving, 
ftA*E1 induces the simplicial embedding fA*‘): K’(A7”)+ L’(J’A)*e) by the definitions 
of KrcAe’ and ~5’(‘(~)*~). From the definition, 
_PAq IK\S(A, K')I =flIK\S(A, K')/. 
Since f] A:A+f(A) is a linear homeomorphism, fcA* e'lA =fl A. And it is easy to 
see that 
x E C E S(A, K') implies f’Aq”(~) Ed E S(f(A), L'). 
Therefore fcAse) is homotopic to f stationarily on the set Au IK\S(A, K')I. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let K. and Lo be simplicial subdivisions of K and L 
respectively so that f: K,,+ Lo is simplicial and K,, and Lo satisfy the condition (1) 
for K and L respectively. Write J = {A,, AZ, . . . , A,,} so that dim Ai s dim A, if i <j. 
Put e0 = 1, f. = f and for i 2 1, inductively, 
and 
ei=imin{ei_i, E(Ai,Ki_l),E(f(Ai),Li_l)} 
J =fi'_A;.Ei': K, = Kj_AI,"'_, Li = L(i((p,)*='). 
Thus we have subdivisions K,, L, and a simplicial embedding fn: K, + L, which 
is homotopic to f stationarily on (J] u ]C(]J], K,J. Moreover, we remark that 
XE C E N(IJI, &) implies f"(x) Ef(C) E WfWI, LJ. (4) 
See Fig. 2. 
For simplicity, we denote Si= (S(Ai, K,)(, z=IT(A,, K,,)I, Ri=IR(Ai,K,)l and 
~$i=t$A,:lKl+[O, l] for i=l,..., n. Notice Si =IS(A,, Ki)J, T=IT(A,, Ki)l and 
Ri=IR(Ai,Ki)l by (3). For i,j=l,..., n, let 
4ij = s@i - &i~j: I K I -, R. 
Then obviously 4ij =-&~ji and 
Ekdij + Edjk = Ej4ik* (5) 
If dim Ai = 0 then Si = T = dF’[O, Ei] by (2) and 6'Ai ~0. NOW, by induction, we 
will show 
si = dT’[o* &il n AfJA. 4~‘(-co, Ol 
I 1 
forall i=l,...,n. 
(6) 
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F - 
u - 
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First, we remark 
IN(aAi, &)I =,‘;‘, Sj = ,yA 47’[0, &,I* (7) 
I I I I 
In fact, Sic d,y’[O, cl] if Aj s Ai by the inductive assumption. And for each x E 
U A,+A, 4,“CO, Ejl cho ose Aj s Ai SO that 4j(~) s Ej and if Al, $ Aj then &(x) > ek, 
hence 
~jik(X)=&k~j(X)-&j~k(X)<&~&j-&j&k=O, 
By the inductive assumption, XE S. Thus (7) follows. By (2) and (7), we have 
T = 4;‘[09 &il n Af7A 4i’!I&jr 11. 
I I 
For each x E z, hi(X) c Ei and if Aj $ Ai then 4j(X) 3 Ej, hence 
dij(X) = &j4i(X) - &i+j(X) c &j&i - &i&j = 0. 
Consequently, we have 
T& = &;‘[O, Ei] f-l n +G’(-oO, O]n n &J'[&j, 11. 
A,%% A,ZA, 
For Ajs Ai, we set 
(8) 
Then it is easy to see that 
Rij =U {CX,( C>, A +;‘[O, Ei])] C E R(Ai, Ki-I), eii C ij}* 
Let C E R(Ai, Ki-1) with CL, c ij. Then observe C = C&C>,, CL, = C n Aj and 
C>, = C A @i’( sj). For each x E C, there are y E CL,, .z E Ci, and 0 =G t 4 1 such that 
x=(1-f)y+rz. Since 
~ij(X)=(l-r)(Ej~i(Y)-Ei~j(y>)+t(Ejdi(z)-Ei~j(Z)) 
= t( &j4i(Z)-&i&j), 
C#Q( z) s Ei if and only if 4ij(X) s 0. Therefore 
C>,(C>, n qS;‘[O, Ei]) = C n q5G’(-a, 01. 
Thus we have 
R,=U{CER(A~,K~_~)I~~~~~~}~~~‘(-~,O]. 
On the other hand, note that Ki-r satisfies the condition (1) for kI, then it is easy 
to see 
{Cc R(Ai, Ki_,)I&L,cij} 
= S(At, Ki-1) n S(Aj, K-I)\A ,y,, S(Ac, Ki-1). 
I k I 
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Let C E S(Aj, Ki_‘)\S(A,, Ki-1). For each vertex u of C, 4,(u) s cj because CC Sj. 
Since Aj s Ai, 4i( U) = 0 implies 4j( u) = 0. And &(u) # 0 implies 4’(U) > E’ because 
Ei < E(Ai, Ki-‘). Therefore 
~ij(U)=&j~i(U)-Ei~j(U)30. 
This means 
C A &‘( -co, 0] c Aj c R,. 
Then it follows 
Rij= S(Aj, Ki_‘)\ LJ S(Ak, Ki-‘) n +~‘(-oo, 0] 
A,TAtsA, 
=Cl Sj\ U 
( 
s, n I$;'(-a,O]. 
A,>AkSA, 
Let x E Sj\UA,jsAksA, Sk with &j(x) s 0. Notice b,(X) s 0 means E#i(X) s Ei4j(X). 
Since +j(x) c .ej by the inductive assumption (see (6)), we have 4’(X) s E’* For 
Al, I; Aj, c#J~~(x) s 0 by the inductive assumption (see (6)), so applying (5), we have 
&(x) < 0. Assume there is some Ak $ Ai with 4ik(X) > 0. Then choose Al, SO that 
&,(x) ~0 if Ah $Ak. Note Ak SC Aj, SO X& Sk. Recall 4;(X)< ai. Since Ekbi(X) < 
E&(X) by &(x)>O, we have &(x)< &k. Then by the inductive assumption (see 
(6)), &h(X)>0 for some A,, $EAk. Applying (5), we have 4:“(X)> 0. This iS in 
contradiction to the choice of Ak. Hence +ik(X) =G 0 for any & I Ai* Then it follows 
Sj\ U Sk n 4ij’(-a, 0] c df'[O, Ei]n n +G’(-oo, 01. 
A,7.%+4 > 4~4 
This implies 
cl q\, .y,, Sk 
I k 1 > 
n +;‘(-O”, 01 c 4;‘[0, Eil n A?A 4ik’(-co, Ol- 
k I 
Therefore 
IJ Sk 
A,pAkSA, > 
n d;‘[% &il n A?A dik’(-co, 01. 
Ir I 
Since K’ satisfies the condition (1) for y 
S(Aj, R’)\ U S(Ak, Ki) =S(Ajs K)\ U SC&, &I* A,*&&4 ~,ShcS-X 
Consequently, we have 
Since Ri = lJA,-+A, Rij by the definition and 
Sj= IJ $i’[O, &j] 
A,s.% 
(9) 
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by (7), it follows from (9) 
4 = 4;‘[0, &il n ,?, +ii’(-a, 01 n U 4,“[0, Ejl . 
k I A,+4 
Since Si = z u Ri, (6) follows from (8) and (10). 
Fdr each i = 1,. . . , n, we define 
AT = S(Ai, K,)\ U S(Aj, K,) = CI Si\ IJ Sj 
A,sA, 1 ( A,<A, >* 
Since S(Ai, K,) n S(Aj, K,) ~0 if Aj P: Ai and Aj 2 Ai by the condition (l), 
A~= S(Ai, ~~)\ U S(Aj, K,) =CI Si\ U S, 
A,%% 1 ( A,zA, >* 
See Fig. 3. Then we have 
IN(IJI, %)I = ,e A:. 
For each i = 1,. . . , n, we will show 
AT= c#J;‘[O, Ei] n AQA dG’(-a, 01. 
I 1 
From (6), it is sufficient to see that 
Si\ IJ SjC Si n n $~'(-cO,O)c Si\ IJ Sj. 
A,<A, AjlAa A,zA, 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Fig. 3. 
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Let x E S\U++ Sj. Assume there is some Aj SC Ai with 4,j(X) 2 0. Then choose Aj 
so that &(x) < 0 if Al, r~ Ai and Al, I Aj. On the other hand tiik(X) s 0 for any 
Al, $ A, by (6) and x E S,. Thus if At # Ai and Al, $ Aj then +ik(X) s 0, which implies 
4jk(~) s 0 by (5). Note that tiij(x) 2 0 means +ji(X) 4 0. Consequently 4jk(X) s 0 for 
any Ak $ Aj. Recall that dij(x) 2 0 means aj4i(X) - > E&~(X). Since 4i(~) G Ei by (6) 
and x E S,, we have 4j(x) < aj. Therefore x E Sj by (6). This is a contradiction. Hence 
+ij(x) < 0 for any Aj < Ai, in particular +ij(X) < 0 for any Aj 2 Ai* Next let X E Si 
such that ~ij(X) < 0 for any Aj 3 Ai. Then for any Aj z Ai, 4jt(X) > 0 which implies 
XE Sj by (6). Hence XE Si\UA,sA, S’. 
Since AicA:cIS(A,,K)J and S(A,,K)={BEKIA~<B}, we have 
AT=U{AfnBjAisBEK}. 
For each BE K with Ai g B, 
(13) 
A:n B = c#~;'[0, ~]n f--j f&y-co,O]n B. (14) 
A,SA,sB 
because 4j(X) = &(x) and .sj < .Q. Then (14) is obtained by (12). It follows from 
(14) that A? n B is a linear convex cell. As easily seen by the definition, all vertices 
of each C E S(A,, K,) lie on 
Aiu(IT(Ai, K)InlC(Ai, K)I), 
hence on +7’(O) u +T’(ei) by (2). Therefore all vertices of the cell AT n B lie on 
+7’(O) u df’(ei). Notice that AT n B n 4;'(O) = Ai and AT n B n df’(&i) is triangu- 
lated by a subcomplex of C(lJI, K,,). We first subdivide the face AT n Bn @;'(Ei) 
by this triangulation and then subdivide the cell ATn B by starring at each vertex 
of Ai in turn using the ordering of simplexes of J (cf. [S, Proposition 2.9 and its 
Exercise]). Thus we have a triangulation K?(B) of ATn B. Set 
K:= u K?(B). 
A,sBEK 
Then K? is clearly a simplicial complex and IK"I = A* by (13), that is, K? is a 
triangulation of A:. This triangulation K i" can be obtained as follows: First triangu- 
late AT n df'( Ei) by a subcomplex of C(lJI, K,) and then make ‘starring* at each 
vertex of Ai in turn using the ordering of simplexes of J, where A: may not be a 
linear convex cell but ‘starring’ at vertices of Ai can be done. By (ll), lJF='=,K: is 
a triangulation of IN(IJI, K,)l. Let 
K*= ij K:u C(lJI,K,). 
i=* 
Then K* is a simplicial subdivision 
subcomplexes. 
of K which contains J and C(lJl, K,,) as 
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For each i = 1,. . . , n, put 
f(Ai)*= S(f(Ai), L)\~U! S(f(Ai)v L) * 
,z , 
By the same method as AT using the ordering of J (which gives the ordering of 
f(J)), we have the triangulation L: Off(Ai)*. Let 
L* = lj Lfl_J C(lf(J)I, L,). 
i=l 
Then L* is a simplicial subdivision of L which contains f(J) and C(lf(J)I, L,) as 
subcomplexes. The O-skeletons of K* and L* are 
K*O={uE KO,luElJl}u.P 
and 
L*O={uE Lo,1 oE~f(J)~}uf(J)” 
respectively and obviouslyf,(K*‘) c L*‘. Sincefn(A:) cf(Ai)* for each i = 1,. . . , n 
and since_LIICWI, &)I is simplicial with respect to C(lJI, K,) and IC(lf(J)I, K,)I, 
fn I K*’ induces a simplicial embedding $” : K* + L* from our constructions. One 
should remark f” Z fn but 
f”IIJt u ICWI, KN =h b$Wl, &)I, 
hence 
f” IIJI u ICWI, Ko)l =filJI u ICWI, Ko)l. 
Clearly f” is homotopic to f stationarily on IJI u IC(lJI, Ko)l. The proof is com- 
pleted. Cl 
1.2. Remark. Let Ou be a collection of open sets in IL1 which covers If(J Then 
we can construct f”, K* and L* in the above so that f” is Q-near to 1; that is, for 
each XE IKI, f”(x) =f(x) or {f*(x),f(x)}c U for some UE “11. 
In fact, this can be seen as follows. Since K and L are finite complexes, the 
topologies of IKI and IL1 are induced from the metrics 
PKk x’) = “;I& Ix(u) -x’(u)1 
and 
PAY, Y’) = “& lY(u)-Y’(u)l, 
where (x(u)),,Ko, (x’(u)),~Ko, (Y(u)),,P, (Y’(U)) veL~ are the barycentric coordinates 
of x, x’, y, y’, respectively. Then fllJl is an isometry with respect to these metrics 
because fll~l is a simplicial isomorphism from I onto f(J). For simplicity, we 
denote d = pK = pr. 
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Subdividing sufficiently finely, we may assume that IN(lf(J)I, &)I is covered by 
% and 
mesh K,,, mesh L, < &q 
where 17 is a Lebesgue number of 0% IIN(lf(J)I, LJ. First recall 
f”llalJl. KJl =flIalJI~ &)I 
and 
fC(IWJI, &N),f(l~wI, Kdl)= Iwf(J)l, bJ1. 
Then it is sufficient to see that d(f”(x),f(x)) < 7 for each XE IiV(IJI, K,)I. From (4) 
d(f(x),fn(~)) 5 mesh &,<&I 
for each x E iN(lJj, Ko)l. S ince ICWI, KJI~ICWI, &)I and 
f”ilCWI, &)I =_LllC(lJl, KN, 
it is sufficient to show that 
d(fr(~),fn(~)) <$I for each XE IWJI, KC (15) 
Let XE IN(IJI, K,)I. S ince IN(IJI, K,)I =lJyzl AT by (ll), XE At for some i= 
1 , * * * , n. From the definition of KF, we can find A < Ai and BE C(Ai, K,) with 
B < C for some C E S(Ai, K,) such that x E Al? E K :. Then 
x=(1-t)a+tb 
forsomeaEA, bEBandO<rtl.TakecEAnCandlet 
y=(l-t)a+tc. 
Then observe 
d(x,y)=t*d(b,c)<meshK,. 
On the other hand, since AT c Sip x E D for some D E S(Ai, K,,). Take z E A n D. Then 
d(y,z)sd(x,y)+d(x,z)a2.mesh K,. 
Since fn 1 IJI =fl IJI is an isometry, 
d(f,(~),_L(z)) = d(y, ~1s 2 * mesh K <&I. 
From the definition off”, 
f”(x) = (1- t)f,(a)+ K(b). 
Since fn/A =jjA is linear, 
.L(Y) = (I- tIMa)+ (f,(c). 
Note L(b), f.(c) CL(C) E L. Then 
d(fr(x),f,(~)) = t. d(_L(b),L(c))~mesh L cfv 
(16) 
(17) 
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And from _L(xL_L(z) EL,(D) E L, 
d(_L(x),_L(z)) d mesh L, <$I. (18) 
Therefore (15) follows from (16), (17) and (18). Cl 
1.3. Remark. In Theorem 1.1 and the above remark, we can delete the finiteness 
condition of L. In fact, from the compactness off(lKI), f(l KI) c I L,I for some finite 
subcomplex L/ of L. Since each subdivision of L, extends to a subdivision of L, 
the result for non-finite L follows from the finite case. 
2. The Hauptvermutung for combinatorial m-manifolds 
First, we prove the following lemma. 
2.1. Lemma. Let K be a finite simplicial complex, L a combinatorial co-manifold and 
f: IKI + I LI a (continuous) map that restricts to a p.1. embedding f[lJl : IJI + IL/ for 
some subcomplex J of K. Then f is homotopic to a p.1. embedding g : I K I + I LI stationarily 
on IJI. 
Proof. From compactness, we have finite vertices u,, . . . , u, of L such that 
IKI c fi f-‘(intlSt( Vi, L)I). 
i=l 
Subdividing K, we may assume that each ISt( u, K)I, u E K”, is contained in some 
f-‘(intjSt(t+, L)I). Let K,, . . . , K, be subcomplexes of K such that 
K=K,u~~~uK,, and IKilcf-‘(intlSt(ui, L)I), i= 1,. . . , n. 
Since L is a combinatorial co-manifold, we have p.1. homeomorphisms 
hi: ISt(Ui, L)I+A”, i= l,..., n. 
We can easily construct a p.1. embedding g; : lK,l+ A” so that 
giIIJnK,I=kfllJnK,I and 
g’l(lKI\IJl)= h(indWu,, L)l)\hf(lJI). 
Extend h;‘g; to a map g,:lKl-,ILI h omotopic to f stationarily on IJI. Then 
g,llJu K,I is a p.1. embedding. Constructing g: sufficiently close to hJ; g, is chosen 
sufficiently close to 1; hence so as to satisfy 
g,(lKil)cintlSt(ui, L)I, i=l,..., n. 
By the same construction, inductively, we have maps gi : IKl+ ILI, i = 1,. . . , n such 
that 
giIIJuK,u* . - u Ki( is a p.1. embedding, 
gi =gi-r stationarily on IJ u PI, u * * * u Ki-11 and 
gi(lKjl)c intlSt(uj, L)I, j= 1,. . . , n. 
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Then g, is a desired p.1. embedding. Cl 
Combining the above lemma with Theorem 1.1 (cf. Remark 1.3), we have the 
following proposition. 
2.2. Proposition. Let Jc K be finite simplicial complexes, L a combinatorial 
oo-manifold andf: IKI + 1 LI a map such that f 11 JI is an embedding and simplicial with 
respect to J and L. 7hen f is homotopic to an embedding f : I KI + 1 LI stationarily on 
IJI which is simplicial with respect to subdivisions K’ and L’ of K and L with J and 
f(J) subcomplexes respectively. 
Replacing Lemma 2.1 by the General Position Theorem (e.g., [5,5.4]), the proposi- 
tion holds for a combinatorial n-manifold L with n > 2 dim K + 1. 
Now, we will prove the main result of this paper. 
2.3. Theorem. Let K and L be combinatorial co-manifolds. IfI K I and I LI are homotopi- 
tally equivalent, then K and L are combinatorially equivalent. 
Proof. Let f: I K I + I LI be a homotopy equivalence with a homotopy inverse g : (LI + 
I K I. Write K = Uz=, K, and L = IJz=, L, where each K, and L, are finite subcom- 
plexes of K and L with K, c Kn+, and L, c L,,, , respectively. Put n, = 1. From 
Proposition 2.2, there are simplicial subdivisions K’,,’ and L(‘) of K,, and L respec- 
tively and a simplicial embedding f, : K “, (‘)+ L”’ homotopic to f 1 IK,,I. Note that the 
subdivision K “, (‘) of K extends to a simplicial subdivision K 
so that fi(lKn,l)c lLiy: S’ 
(‘) of K. Choose nz > n, 
mce fi’ is homotopic to glf,(lK,,I), fi’ extends to a map 
g;: IL(‘)! + IK(‘)I homotopic to g. From Proposition 2.2, there are simplicial sub- 
divisions L(n:) and KC2) of L(,:) and K”’ with f,( KY,)) and Kit) subcomplexes 
respectively and a simplicial embedding g, : L,, (2) + KC’) homotopic to g; 1 IL,?l station- 
arily on f,(K!!,‘). Then gl 1 Ifi(K!!,f)l =fY’ and g, is homotopic to gl] L,J. Choose 
n3 > n, so that g,(] L,,I) c I K,,,I. Similarly as above, we have simplicial subdivisions 
Kg’ and LC3’ of K’,:’ and LC2) with g,( L(,:)) and L(,:) subcomplexes respectively and 
f 1 IK”,j is homotopic to a simplicial embedding f2: Kj;‘,‘+ LC3’ with f2 1 ]g,( Lo)] = g;‘. 
Thus inductively, we have sequences of simplicial subdivisions of subcomplexes 
K’,,‘c K(,:‘c &;‘c. . . and ~‘2’~ ~(4)~ ~(6)~ . . . 
diagram of simplicial embeddyigs: 
“4 “6 , and the following commutative 
L’Z’ c 
3 
Lt4) t 
n4 
~‘6’ c . 
4 
. . 
Then K*=Uz, K!,t:I,” and L* = IJZ, L!,:’ are simplicial subdivisions of K and 
L respectivefy and f, , f2, . . . induce the simplicial isomorphism f” : K * + L* whose 
inverse g* : L* + K* is induced by g, , g2, . . . . This completes the proof. 0 
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As a corollary, we have the Hauptvermutung for combinatorial co-manifolds: 
2.4. Hauptvermutung for combinatorial o3-manifolds. Any two homeomorphic com- 
binatorial a?-manifolds are combinatorially equivalent. 
2.5. Remark. In Lemma 2.1, we can construct g arbitrarily close to f- Hence, in 
Proposition 2.2, we can obtain f arbitrarily close to f by Remark 1.2 (cf. Remark 
1.3). Applying the covering control in the proof of [6, Theorem 2.31 to the proof 
of Theorem 2.3, we can prove that each fine homotopy equivalence between com- 
binatorial co-manifolds can be approximated by p.1. homeomorphisms. Especially, 
every homeomorphism between combinatorial co-manifolds is homotopic to a p.1. 
homeomorphism by a small homotopy. 
3. A characterization of combinatorial oo-manifolds and applications 
Similarly as Theorem 2.3, we can prove the following characterization of simplicial 
complexes combinatorially equivalent to A”. 
3.1. Theorem. A countable simplicial complex L is combinatorially equivalent to the 
countably infinite full complex A” tf and only if L admits the following property: 
(*) Each p.1. embedding f: P+ILj f ram a closed subpolyhedron of a compact 
(Euclidian) polyhedron Q into IL1 extends to a p.1. embedding f: Q+ IL1 from Q into 
14. 
For simplicial complexes K and L, the product simplicial complex K x L are defined 
by triangulating each cell Ax B, A E K, B E L, as the result of starring at each vertex 
in turn using the given ordering of vertices. According to orderings of vertices, we 
have different product complexes of K and L. However they are clearly com- 
binatorially equivalent. If K and L are countable, then I K x LI = I K I x / LI as topologi- 
cal spaces. The real line R is naturally triangulated by the complex 
R={n,[n, n+l]]n=0,*1,*2 ,... }. 
For n > 1, R” is triangulated by the product complex R”. (We use the product 
( = lexicographical) ordering of vertices.) Such triangulations give the natural 
triangulation R” of R”. Similarly, using the product complexes I”, n 3 1, the natural 
triangulation I” of [0, 11” = dir lim[O, 11” is obtained. Then from the above charac- 
terization, R” and I” are combinatorially equivalent to the countably infinite full 
complex A” (cf. the remark of Proposition 2.2). This generalizes as follows: 
3.2. Corollary. Let K = dir lim K, = IJzXI K,, where each K, is a combinatorial 
k,-submanifold of K,,, with k,, < k,,, . Then K is a combinatorial co-manifold. 
Proof. From the above theorem, we may show that the star St( v, K) of each vertex 
u of K satisfies the condition (*). Let f: P+ ISt(u, K)( be a p.1. embedding from a 
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closed subpolyhedron of a compact polyhedron Q. First, extend f to a map f : Q + 
ISt(u, K)I. Notice ISt(v, K)I =dir limlSt( u, &)I where each n is so large that u is 
contained in K,. Choose n > 0 so thatf( Q) c ISt( u, &)I and k, > 2 dim Q+ 1. Since 
ISt(v, &)I is a p.1. k,-ball, using the General Position Theorem (e.g., [5,5.4]), f 
can be replaced by a p.1. embedding i: Q+ ISt( v, K,)I c ISt( u, K)I with ZIP =f: IJ 
From the Open Embedding Theorem for V-manifolds (or [6, Proposition l-S]), 
each R”-manifold can be expressed as the direct limit of combinatorial n-manifolds, 
which is a combinatorial co-manifold by the above corollary. Thus we have the 
Combinatorial Triangulation Theorem: 
3.3. Theorem (Combinatorial Triangulation Theorem for R”-manifolds). Each R”- 
manifold is triangulated by a combinatorial co-manifold. 
Now we give a characterization of combinatorial co-manifolds similar to one of 
V-manifolds in [6]: 
3.4. Theorem. (Characterization Theorem for combinatorial co-manifolds). A 
countable simplicial complex L is a combinatorial m-manifold if and only if L admits 
the following property: 
( # ) Each p.1. embedding f: P + I LI f rom a closed subpolyhedron of a compact 
(Euclidean) polyhedron Q into IL1 extends to a p.1. embedding f: N + I Lj from a 
polyhedral closed neighborhood N of P in Q. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows from Lemma 2.1 since IL1 is an ANE for compact 
metric spaces. We must prove the ‘if’ part. Theorem 1.1 derives the following 
property from (#): 
(# #) Let Jc K be finite simplicial complexes and let f: .I-* L’ be a simplicial 
embedding of J into a subdivision L’ of L. Then there are simplicial subdivisions 
K* and L* of K and L’ with J and f(J) subcomplexes respectively and f extends 
to a simplicial embedding f : N(J, K*) + L* from the simplicial neighborhood of J 
in K*. 
The complex A” has the property that is the above (# # ) with N(J, K*) replaced 
by K* (cf. Theorem 3.1). Similarly as [6, Theorem 1.31 but replacing the property 
(‘8,) by (# # ), we have the following commutative diagram of simplicial embed- 
dings: 
where L, = UZ=, L, is a subdivision of L and each N,, is a simplicial neighborhood 
of fn( L,) in a subdivision of some Akn with k,, > k,_l. Since each N, is a com- 
binatorial k,-manifold, N, = Uz=, N,, is a combinatorial co-manifold by Corollary 
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3.2, hence so is L, because f, , fi, . . . induce the simplicial isomorphism fm : L, + lV,. 
Therefore L is a combinatorial co-manifold. !I 
From the above, one can see that the property in Lemma 2.1 characterizes 
combinatorial co-manifolds, where the homotopy condition can be released. 
3.5. Corollary. A countable simplicial complex’L is a combinatorial co-manifold if 
and only if L admits the following property: 
( # ‘) Each p.1. embedding f: P + 1 L] f rom a closed subpolyhedron of a compact 
(Euclidean) polyhedron Q extends to a p.1. embedding f: Q + 1 L] iff extends to a map 
f: Q+M 
Using the above characterization, we prove the following theorem. 
3.6. Theorem. For any countable simplicial complex K, the product complex K x A” 
is a combinatorial a-manifold. Moreover if K is contractible then K x A* is com- 
binatorially equivalent to A*. 
Proof. Since K x A” = K x I” because A” = I”, we may show that K x I” has the 
property ( # ‘). Let f: Q + I K x I”] be a p.1. map from a compact polyhedron that 
restricts a p.1. embedding f I P on a closed subpolyhedron P of Q. From compactness, 
f(Q) c IL] for some finite subcomplex L of K x I”. Notice LC K x Zk for some 
ka0. Write L= {A,, A,, . . . , A,} so that dim Aid dim Aj if i< j. Put Qo= P and 
inductively Qi = Qi-, u f -‘(Ai). Then each Qi is a closed subpolyhedron of Q and 
Qn = Q. Let m = 2 dim Q+ 1. Assume f I P extends to a p.1. embedding f;-, : Qi-r + 
ILxZ”] withJ_,(f-‘(Aj))cAjx[O, 11” for O<j<i. Observe 
fzl(AiX[O, l]“‘)=(Pnf-‘(Ai))uf’(aAi) 
=Qi-Inf-‘(Ai). 
Since At x [0, 11” is a p.1. (dim Ai + m)-ball and dim Ai + m s 2 dim f -‘(Ai)+ 1, 
J-1 ( Qi-1 n f -‘(At) extends to a p.1. embedding fi :f -‘(Ai) + Ai X [0, 11”. Define 
J: Qi+]Lx I”] byJ] Qi_, =A_, andJ]f-‘(Ai)=x. ThenA is a p.1. embedding with 
~(f -‘(Ai)) c Aj x [0, 11” for 0 <j c i. By induction, we extend f 1 P to a p.1. embed- 
ding fn : Q + (LX I”1 c I K x I”]. Therefore K x I” has the property ( # ‘). Cl 
Combining Theorem 3.6 with Theorem 2.3, we have the following corollary. 
3.7. Corollary. If two countable simplicial complexes K and L are homotopically 
equivalent, then the product complexes K x A* and LX A” are combinatorially 
equivalent. 
Thus we have now established the Stable Hauptvermutung. 
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3.8. Stable Hauptvermutung for simplicial complexes. For any two homeomorphic 
countable simplicial complexes K and L, the product complexes K x A” and LX A” 
are combinatorially equivalent. 
The following Stability Theorem is also obtained from Theorems 3.6 and 2.3 
(Remark 2.5). 
3.9. Theorem (Stability Theorem for combinatorial a-manifolds). For any com- 
binatorial oo-manifold K, the product complex K x A * is combinatorial equivalent to 
K. (The projection p:IK x A”l+lKI can be approximated by p.1. homeomorphisms.) 
Using Theorem 3.4, we have a combinatorial version of the result of Heisey and 
Toruriczyk [4]. 
3.10. Corollary. Let K,, n = 1,2, . . . , be countable simplicial complexes with non- 
isolated base points (vertices) v, E K,. Then the direct limit K = dir lim K, x . * * x K, 
of the sequence 
is a combinatorial a-manifold. 
Proof. Each compact set of 1 K 1 is contained in some 1 K, x - * * x K,I because ) KI = 
dir liml K, x * * . x K,I. Since each vi is the vertex of a l-simplex Ai E Ki, we have 
K,x.- -xK,=K,x- - * x K, x {v,+,l x {v,+d x. * * 
CU K~X...XK,XA,+~X...XAiX{vi+~}X{vi+~}X... 
isn 
=K1x** *xK,xdirlimA,+,x-*-XA, 
=K,x- . - x K, x I”. 
The last in the above is a combinatorial m-manifold by Theorem 3.6, hence it admits 
the property ( # ). Therefore K also admits the property ( # ). Thus the result follows 
from Theorem 3.4. Cl 
Similarly as above, we have 
3.11. Corollary. For any countable simplicial complex K, the infinite suspension 
2°K = dir lim 2°K is a combinatorial co-manifold, whereInK is the n-fold suspension 
ofK 
Edwards [l] showed that the 5-sphere Ss has a non-combinatorial triangulation 
K, as a corollary of his double suspension theorem. For this complex K, each n-fold 
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suspension 2°K is a non-combinatorial triangulation of the (n +5)-sphere S”+‘. 
However the infinite suspension 2°K is a combinatorial co-manifold. As mentioned 
in Introduction, it is in problem whether R” admits a non-combinatorial triangulation 
or not. (See Addendum.) 
4. Appendix and remarks 
In the definition of combinatorial co-manifolds, we have used the stars of vertices. 
However, in the finite-dimensional case, we ordinarily use the links of vertices. 
Combinatorial co-manifolds can be also defined using the links, as in the following 
proposition. 
4.1. Proposition. A countable simplicial complex is a combinatorial co-manifold ifand 
only if the link of each vertex is combinatorially equivalent to A*. 
This follows from the next lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. Let K be a simplicial complex and v a vertex of K. Then Lk( v, K) = A” 
if and only if St( v, K) = A”. 
Proof. the ‘only if’ part is trivial. To show the ‘if’ part, let f: K L + A’ be a simplicial 
isomorphism between subdivisions K: and A’of St(v, K) and A” respectively. Then 
we may assume that f( v) is a vertex of A”. In fact, if f(v) E iA”1 then there is a p.1. 
homeomorphism h of IA”+‘I onto itself such that hf( v) is a vertex of A “*I. Therefore 
we have a simplicial isomorphism g : A “‘+ A” between subdivisions of 4’ such that 
gf( v) is a vertex of A “+’ c A”. Then A”’ induces a subdivision,Kz of K: such that 
f: KZ + A”’ is a simplicial isomorphism. So replace f: KI + A’ with gf: K’: + A”. 
Thus it follows that Lk(v, K:) is isomorphic to Lk(f( v), A’). Hence, by the standard 
pseudo-radial projections, 
Lk(v,K)=Lk(v,K:)=Lk(f(v),A’)=Lk(f(v),A”)=A”. Cl 
Heisey [3] introduced the notion ofpiecewise linear Rm-structure (p.1. Rp-structure) 
and defined a piecewise linear W”- manifold (p.1. R”-manifold). His p.1. R”-manifold 
is essentially the same as an infinite polymanifold defined in [9, Ch.2, p. lo]. Sakai 
[8] showed that every W-manifold has a unique p.1. Rm-structure. 
Let L be a combinatorial co-manifold. For each vertex v of L, take a p.1. homeo- 
morphism fU : ISt( v, L)I + 88” = lR”I (i.e., a simplicial isomorphism with respect to 
subdivisions of ]St(v, L)] and IR”I). Put U, = intlSt(v, L)l and I$, = f,l U,. Then 
{(U,, 4,) I v E Lo} is clearly a p.1. !P’-structure of, I LI. Thus any combinatorial a)- 
manifold has the natural p.1. Rm-structure. Moreover, every p.1. homeomorphism 
(p.1. map) between combinatorial co-manifolds is an R”-p.1. isomorphism (W”-p-1. 
map) with respect to the natural p.1. R”-structures. On the other hand, any p.1. 
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R”-manifold is R”-p.1. isomorphic to a combinatorial co-manifold with the natural 
p.1. IV’-structure because it is R”-p.1. isomorphic to an open subset of IX” by [S]. 
By the definitions, we can see that a homeomorphism (map) between combinatorial 
ao-manifolds is an R”-p.1. isomorphism (R”-p.1. map) with respect to the natural 
p.1. I@“-structures if and only if it is p.1. on each finite subcomplex. However one 
should remark that an R”-p.1. isomorphism between combinatorial co-manifolds 
with the natural p.1. Woo-structures need not be p.1. on the whole. 
4.3. Example. We will construct an R”-p.1. isomorphism of IA”1 onto itself which 
is not simplicial with respect to any two subdivisions of A”. Let uo, u,, u2,. . . be 
the vertices of A”, where the first n + 1 are the vertices of A”. For each n 2 1, put 
n 
a,,_, = bz,_, = - 
n-t1 
vo+ -+lA’l, 
azn =~uo+~u.+, E lA”+‘l and b,, =$u~+)u,+,E IA”+‘I. 
Let K, and L, be the stellar subdivisions of A “+’ defined by starring at a,, a2, . . . , a2” 
and b,,b2,..., b,, respectively in order. We can define a simplicial isomorphism 
fn:K+L by 
fn(Ui)=Ui and f,(ai)=bi. 
Clearlyf,+,IIK,I=f,.Thenf,,fi,.. . induce a homeomorphism f: IA”\ -* jA”l. Since 
f [IA”+‘1 = fn is simplicial with respect to K, and L,, f is an R”-p.1. isomorphism. 
However f is not p.1. because there is no subdivision of A” which contains all a,, 
a3, as,. . . as vertices. 
Addendum 
It has been proved in [l l] that a simplicial complex K is a combinatorial a-manifold 
if IKI is an W-manifold, namely Problem (C) and (C’) have been answered 
negatively. Then we have the affirmative answer to problem (B), so-called, 
Hauptvermutung for R”-manifolds. Any two simplicial complexes triangulating the 
same R”-manifold are combinatorially equivalent. 
In [ll], a combinatorial co-manifold is characterized as a countable simplicial 
complex whose each simplex has the nonempty contractible link. This gives an 
answer of Problem (A). 
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